Jingdezhen unique art ceramic wash basin factory

Shengjiang art ceramic wash basin factory insists on making the handcraft ceramic sinks over 10 years. As a Jingdezhen local art ceramic wash basin manufacture, we try to offer superior quality, fancy workmanship and excellent service to our clients all around the world.

The art ceramic basin we producing has combined Jingdezhen China traditional aesthetics and modern utility. The Jingdezhen artisan hand throwing body, hand paint and carved surface makes our art ceramic basins incredibly unique with high end value and cultural historical background. The characters that high temperature resistance, non-water absorption, never fading color, never out of shape, no crackle, smooth surface, abrasion resistance, easy cleaning and durability distinguish our art ceramic basins from other materials of basins.

From Jingdezhen local high quality raw material clay, China traditional hand making technique to 1280 high temperature fired, Shengjiang art ceramic wash basins are the best choice for you.